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Abstract : Women security is now an alarming big
question in India. Its not a matter of rich, poor or urban,
rural. Women of any category do not feel safe or secure in
Indian society, apart from behaving yourself, how can we "the people of India" can make women
of our society feel safe and secured.
Women a most important part of any society or human being, today, are becoming the most
vulnerable section as far as their safety and security is concerned. When we turn the pages of a
newspaper, we come across many headlines reporting cases of sexual assault, molestation, sexual
harassment, rapes, trafficking, ill treatment of women in houses, violence against women in
remote areas etc. What does this indicate? This certainly implies that there has been an
increasing trend of such sexual overdrives in present generation.
Indian Constitution has envisaged a dream of true social, economic and political democracy
which guarantees the rich and moral principles of equality (of status, opportunity, law) for our
citizens but this has not yet been fully realized. Still women are unsafe and unsecure towards the
realization of freedom and liberty. It's unbearable to imagine the dilemma of women who are
victims of such crimes. It's a shock on the confidence of the women, of society and on our
judicial system. Besides it has much of cascading effects which affects her life and gradually
paralysis her mental equilibrium
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